Abstract FRSM (Formal Requirements Specication Method) is a structured formal language and method for requirements analysis and specication construction based on data ow analysis. It uses a formalized DeMarco data ow diagrams to describe the overall structure of systems and a VDM-SL like formal notation to describe precisely the functionality of components in the diagrams. This paper rst describes the formal syntax and semantics of FRSM and then presents an example of using the axiom and inference rules given in the denition of the formal semantics for checking consistency of specications. A case study of applying FRSM to a practical example is described to demonstrate the principle of constructing requirements specications and to uncover the benets and deciencies of FRSM.
Introduction
Requirements analysis is a key activity in the process of software development for achieving satisfactory systems. Its purpose is to achieve a thorough understanding of problems and requirements and to construct requirements specications. The quality of the requirements specications substantially aects the quality of desired systems. Formal methods are a way to use mathematical notation for the specication and verication of computer systems. They have been recognized by software engineering community and some organizations as an important technique for developing safety critical and complex systems [1, 2, 3, 4] . An example of this is the interim standard 00-55 on the procurement of safety critical software in defense equipment, published by the UK Ministry of Defense [5] . 00-55 mandates the production of safety critical module specications in a formal language notation. Such specications must be analyzed to establish their consistency and completeness in respect of all potentially hazardous data and control ow domains. A further fundamental requirement is that all safety critical software must be subject to validation and verication to establish that it complies with its formal specications. However, evidence in industrial application shows that it is dicult to use formal methods without being integrated with commonly used methods, such as structured and object-oriented methods [6, 7, 8] . The reasons include that (1) existing formal methods (e.g. VDM [9] , Z [10] ) lack appropriate compositional structure [6, 11] , which makes the development of large systems dicult, (2) formal specications are dicult to understand, which aects communications between developers and users, (3) formal specication construction and formal proofs are resource-demanding, which often slows 3 Work is supported in part by the Ministry of Education of Japan under Joint Research Grant-in-Aid for International Scientic Research FM-ISEE (08044167) and by Hiroshima City University under Hiroshima City University Grant for Special Academic Research (International Studies) SCS-FM (A440) down the progress of the development and may cause conicts with the management schedule. In order to overcome these deciencies, one of the solutions as recognized by many researchers is to integrate formal notation and structured method. Semmens and Allen have undertaken some work on the integration of Yourdon's method and Z [6, 12, 13] . Their approach is to use Yourdon's method to construct a data ow diagram and its associated data dictionary, and then dene the data ows and processes in Z. Similar work on integrating Yourdon's method and Z is described in [14, 15] . Goldsmith and Hamilton addressed the integration of Yourdon's method and VDM [16, 17] . Their approach is to use Yourdon-based analysis to capture the structure of the requirements, and to use VDM to describe data structures and detailed process specications. M.D. Fraser et al took a similar approach to bridge the gap between informal and formal specications [18] . Slightly dierent from the above approaches, we have combined and extended DeMarco data ow diagrams with the formal notation VDM-SL [19, 20] to design a structured and formal language and method FRSM for requirements analysis and specication construction [21, 22, 23, 24] . The reason why we choose VDM is because (1) VDM notation has been developed into a standard VDM-SL, (2) VDM is one of the most popular formal methods in academia and industry [1] , (3) VDM typed variables and operations are compatible with data ows and processes in data ow diagrams, respectively. The principle of the combination is threefold. The rst aspect is to use the extended DeMarco data ow diagrams as the main framework for a requirements specication. The second is to dene the data ows used in data ow diagrams with abstract data types available in VDM-SL. The third aspect is to use the pre-and post-conditions to specify the functionality o f the bottom level processes in data ow diagrams. The key dierence between this approach a n d t h e others is that in FRSM data ow diagrams are used as a formal notation and are treated as part of formal specications. Due to this feature, FRSM can provide a user-friendly approach to constructing a structured specication via which a developer and the user can communicate. It also allows the developer to derive and specify the precise functionality of desired systems from informal and abstract requirements step by step, to formally reason about specications, and to automate partially the renement of specications. However, our recent case study using FRSM, as described later in this paper, shows a major deciency of FRSM. It does not allow one to specify the functionality of a high level condition process (which is similar to a process in a DeMarco data ow diagram) with pre-and post-conditions. Therefore, when a high level condition process is decomposed into a condition data ow diagram (which is similar to a DeMarco data ow diagram), no functional constraints are imposed, and the functional consistency between condition processes and their decompositions cannot be formally veried. This is especially important as the construction of a precise requirements specication is a complicated process, so verication of a decomposition against its corresponding high level condition process would be extremely helpful for the assurance of the overall quality of the specication. Furthermore, we have found that without a formal denition of the syntax and semantics of FRSM, we cannot understand FRSM notation consistently. This also aects the internal consistency checking of FRSM specications and the implementation of a support tool for FRSM. The main contributions of this paper are threefold. Firstly, we extend the FRSM notation to support the incorporation of the traditional structured analysis approach with the formal renement approach. Secondly, we dene the formal syntax and semantics of the extended FRSM (but we still maintain the same name FRSM for consistency with our previous publications), and demonstrate their applications to consistency checking of specications with examples. Thirdly, a case study applying FRSM to a real project is described to demonstrate the principle of constructing requirements specications. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 denes the formal syntax for the extended FRSM, while section 3 provides a formal semantics for FRSM by giving a set of axiom and inference rules. Section 4 presents a case study to demonstrate the principle of using FRSM for specication constructions. Finally, a summary of the contributions and future research are given in section 5.
Syntax of Extended FRSM
At the heart of a FRSM specication is a hierarchical condition data ow diagram. A condition data ow diagram, CDFD for short, is a directed graph consisting of variables and condition processes. Variables associated with condition processes are typed and used to represent data ows. A condition process is like a process in the DeMarco data ow diagrams, but with a formal specication in the form of pre-and post-conditions to describe its functionality (possibly incomplete). Each high level condition process is decomposed into a lower level CDFD that elaborates the details of the condition process. The specications of high level condition processes and bottom level condition processes serve dierent purposes. The specication of a high level condition process is used to impose functional constraints when its decomposition is derived, while the specication of a bottom level condition process serves as a foundation for its implementation. The syntax of FRSM is described in several respects, including the structure of specications, the structure of CDFDs, hierarchical CDFD, and syntactic constraints.
Structure of Specications
A FRSM specication is organized as a sequence of condition process denitions, which corresponds to a hierarchical condition data ow diagram. Each denition may include type declarations, variable declarations and functional denitions. The syntactic structure of a specication is dened using BNF [25] as follows: S ::= CP. j CP; S where S and CP denote a specication and a condition process denition, respectively. The syntactic structure of a condition process denition is: where I 1 , I 2 are two identiers denoting the name of the condition process under denition and the name of its parent condition process, respectively. ( W e call I 2 the parent condition process of I 1 i I 1 occurs in the decomposition of I 2 .) END-I 1 indicates the end of the denition of the condition process I 1 , where I 1 may be TOP (a keyword representing the assumed highest level condition process). The name of the parent condition process is provided to enhance the readability and documentation of specications (e.g. from the current condition process denition, one can easily nd its parent condition process). Note that the metavariables we use to range over the syntactic categories can be subscripted. So, e.g. The functional denition is a compulsory part of a condition process denition, while the other parts are optional. Dierent kinds of condition processes have dierent functional denitions. For a high level condition process, the functional denition part consists of three components: pre-condition, post-condition, and its decomposition. While for a bottom level condition process, this part consists of only pre-and post-conditions. Every CDFD in a whole specication except the highest level one (i.e. TOP) is a decomposition of high level condition process. To help understand the formal specications of condition processes, it is recommended that comments in natural language be provided. In FRSM the predicates (i.e. P ) used for invariants, function body (i.e. FBODY), the pre-and post-conditions of condition processes are written using VDM-SL with some obvious exceptions.
Structure of CDFDs
A CDFD is a directed graph < V , P c , R > , w h e r e V is a set of declared variables, P c is a set of condition processes whose input and output variables are in V , a n d R is a collection of arcs which reect data ow between the condition processes in P c . In this subsection, we focus on the syntax of CDFDs and shall not provide much explanation of their semantics until the next section.
Condition processes
A condition process is a ve tuple: < I , P r e (P), P , P o s t (P), O > , w h e r e I denotes its input variable expression; P r e (P) a n d P o s t (P ) are its pre-and post-conditions, respectively; P is its name; and O denotes its output variable expression. I n f a c t , a v ariable expression represents a set of data available through the variables. Its detailed semantics will be dened when we dene the semantics of a condition process in section 3.1.1. We specify that the operator has higher precedence than 8 A condition process can be represented using a graphical notation. For example, the condition process, < x 8 y z 8 u, P r e (P), P , P o s t (P), f g 8 h > is represented in Figure 1 .
. .
Post(P)
Pre(P) P Figure 1 : Graphical representation of a condition process
The graphical representation of the condition process shows how to express the input and output variable expressions. All of the variables having relationship ow into (or leave from) one small box; dierent small boxes are separated by a short horizontal line which denotes the operator 8.
The pre-condition and the post-condition of P can be written in the corresponding rectangular boxes. However, it is not recommended because we record the pre-and post-conditions of every condition process in its corresponding denition in a text form. Also, the pre-and post-conditions (especially the latter) are usually sophisticated and dicult to write in the boxes clearly.
If the input and output variable expressions of P are x (y 8 z 8 u) a n d f (g 8 h) 8 l, respectively, then the graphical representation of the condition process is more sophisticated, as shown in Figure 2 .
. . 
Data ows between condition processes
Let < V , P c , R > be a CDFD and P 1 , P 2 2 P c . Then an arc from the condition process P 1 to P 2 is a triple: < P 1 , x, P 2 >, where x 2 V is an output variable of P 1 and an input variable of P 2 . This arc represents the fact that data through the variable x ows from P 1 to P 2 . Graphically, w e p u t x either over the arc or below the arc, but it must be as close to the arc as possible for precision. We call the variable x the label variable of the arc < P 1 , x, P 2 >. Note that an arc does not necessarily connect two condition processes. Some arcs may have no start condition process or no end condition process. In this case the arc is represented as, for example, either < , x, P 2 > or < P 1 , x, >.
Hierarchical CDFDs
A hierarchical CDFD is the main structure of an FRSM specication.
Denition 2.2 [Hierarchical CDFD]
A hierarchical CDFD is a quadruple: (V d ; Q ; G ; f ), where V d is a set of declared variables, Q is a set of condition processes whose input and output variables are from V d , G is a set of condition data ow diagrams whose condition processes are from Q, and f, which i s called decomposition function, is a partial function from Q to G. Condition processes which are the members of the domain of the decomposition function f are high level condition processes, and all other condition processes in Q are bottom level condition processes. For a high level condition process, say P , i f f(P ) = g, w h e r e g 2 G, then the CDFD g is called the decomposition of P . All condition processes occurring in g are called child condition processes of P , a n d P is called their parent condition process. The relationship between a high level condition process and its decomposition is that the decomposition is a functional renement of the high level condition process (this will be formally dened in section 3). Figure 3 shows an abstract structure of a hierarchical CDFD. For the purpose of dening sensible and precise semantics for FRSM, we must impose some syntactic constraints on hierarchical CDFDs which are not reected by the BNF rules. Firstly, in the functional denition of a condition process, only variables declared in its ancestor condition processes can be used directly. Secondly, condition processes must have dierent names. Thirdly, the same condition process cannot be dened twice at any level of the hierarchical CDFD to prevent recursive denitions of condition processes. For the sake of space, we give no examples of using FRSM until the case study given in section 4.
Semantics of FRSM
We t a k e the approach of axiomatic semantics rather than denotational semantics to dene the semantics of hierarchical CDFDs because the former can provide axioms and rules of inference for checking the consistency of hierarchical CDFDs. Since there are two complementary mechanisms for specifying a condition process, namely data availability, and pre-and post-conditions, the formal semantics addresses these two aspects, as well as their correlation. Examples of applying the rules for consistency checking are given after the rules are introduced.
Semantics on Availability
For simplicity, we call the semantics on availability availability semantics. I t p r o vides an interpretation for (1) data availability, (2) the mechanism to make data available, and (3) the change of data availability. A v ailability semantics is described by formally dening the three relationships in terms of data availability: the relationship between input data and output data of a condition process, the relationship between a condition process and its decomposition, and the relationship between all of the connected sub-CDFDs of a disconnected CDFD.
Semantics of condition processes
As described previously, a condition process is a 5-tuple < I , P r e (P ), P , P ost(P ), O > . F rom the availability semantics point of view, the function of a condition process can be informally understood as a transformation from its input data to output data. This transformation can be completed only when a \ring" of the condition process occurs. A ring of a condition process will occur when it has available input data. As a result of the ring, the input data bound to input variables are transformed and made available as new data bound to output variables. Denition 3.1 [Availability] L e t x be a declared variable over type T . Then data is available through x if x 2 T . If the current v alue of x does not belong to T or x is not bound to any value, which is represented as x =?, w e s a y data through x is not available. We use the predicate AV L(x) to represent the availability of data through
Based on this notion, we can extend the predicate AV L to variable expressions: 8 rather than an inclusive or operator allows us to dene a precise semantics for CDFDs, see [22, 23] .
Denition 3.2 [Firing]
A ring of a condition process is an action causing the transformation from its inputs to outputs. In addition, we need the following notation for dening the availability semantics of a condition process:
Input(P ) and Output(P ) denotes the input variable expression and the output variable expression of the condition process P , respectively. F iring(P ) is a proposition indicating that the condition process P is red. T E M (P) is a proposition indicating that a ring of the condition process P terminates. S(E) denotes the set of variables occurring in the variable expression E (e.g. S(x 8 y z 8 l) = fx; y; z; lg.
Let E be E 1 8 E 2 8 ::: 8 E n , where each E i (i = 1 . . n) is a sub-variable expression connected only by . Then AV L 1 (E) represents the following predicate:
:n] 1 j 6 = i ) 8 y2S(E j ) 1 : AV L(y)) f C 1 g P fC 2 g denotes that if the assertion C 1 is true, and P is red and the ring terminates, then the assertion C 2 is true after the ring terminates. We call C 1 and C 2 the pre-assertion and the post-assertion of P .
denotes the rule of inference that C is also a true assertion if C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n are true assertions.
denotes the rule of inference that C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n are true assertions i C is a true assertion.
Let P be a condition process. Then the following rules given below describe its availability s e m a n tics:
This rule states that if the condition process P receives available input data, a ring of P must occur and terminate.
Rule A-2
This rule species when a ring of the condition process P occurs and terminates, available output data must be produced under the condition that its input data are available before the ring occurs.
Rule A-3 S(Input(P )) = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : :
This rule denes the meaning of a condition process in terms of data availability. Suppose, for example, Output(P ) = y 1 y 2 8 y 3 y 4 y 5 8 y 6 y 7 , this rules states that if P has available input data and is red, then it will produce available output data bound to all of the variables in exactly one of the output variable sets fy 1 ; y 2 g, fy 3 ; y 4 ; y 5 g, and fy 6 ; y 7 g, and all of its input variables x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n become undened after the ring terminates (that is, data available through the input variables are consumed by the ring of the condition process).
Semantics of CDFDs
In order to dene the availability semantics for CDFDs, we must rst dene concepts, including connected and disconnected CDFD, input, output, and internal condition processes. then g is called a disconnected CDFD, and g 1 and g 2 are called sub-CDFDs of g. Otherwise, g is called a connected CDFD. We need these concepts because when a high level condition process is decomposed into a CDFD, the CDFD may be either a connected graph or a disconnected graph, and we need to provide formal semantics for both cases.
Denition 3.4 [Predecessor and successor] L e t < P 1 , x, P 2 > be an arc in a CDFD. We call the condition process P 1 a predecessor of P 2 , a n d P 2 a successor of P 1 . then P is called an output condition process of g. I f P is neither an input condition process nor an output condition process, it is called an internal condition process of g. Informally, a condition process is an input (output) condition process of a CDFD if some input (output) variables of the condition process which are sucient to cause the availability of its input (output) variable expression are not the output (input) variables of any condition process in the CDFD. Note that a condition process may be both an input and output condition process of a CDFD. Denition 3.6 [ring of CDFD] A ring of a CDFD is an action to cause the transformation from its inputs to outputs. Note that a ring of a CDFD does not necessarily terminate because it may include an innite loop. In addition to the above notions, we also need to extend the previously dened notation for condition processes to CDFDs, such as F i r i n g (g), fC 1 g g fC 2 g, a n d T E M (g) where g is a CDFD. The interpretation of this notation is the same as that for a condition process. We can now dene the availability semantics of a CDFD using the following rules. We rst discuss the semantics of connected CDFDs and then proceed to the discussion of disconnected CDFDs. Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n be all the input condition processes of the connected CDFD g, a n d Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q m all the output condition processes of g.
Rule A-4 F iring(P 1 ) _ F iring(P 2 ) _ ... _ F i r i n g (P n ) F i r i n g (g) This rule states that if one of the input condition processes of the CDFD g is red, then g is red. It reects the desirable feature that a ring of a high level condition process must cause a ring of its decomposition. However, a ring of g does not necessarily cause a ring of one of the input condition processes because a CDFD often contains more condition processes than input condition processes, and such a ring does not necessarily terminate.
Rule A-5 F i r i n g (g)^TE M (g) F iring(Q 1 ) _ F iring(Q 2 ) _ ... _ F i r i n g (Q m ) A ring of g occurs and terminates means that one of the output condition processes of g is red (and the ring terminates). The two rules above specify when a ring of the CDFD g occurs and terminates. In addition, we a l s o need to understand how the ring works inside g in order to have a complete picture of a ring of g. The following rule addresses this issue.
Rule A-6
Let E i (i = 1 . . . n) b e a v ariable expression using only the operator (e.g. x y z), then
:: E n )g f P 1 ; P 2 ; :::; P n g; P fAV L(Output(P ))g where fP 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P n g; P represents a CDFD segment (i.e. part of a CDFD) in which the condition processes P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n may be red in parallel, and P is red after all the rings of P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n terminate. This rule species that if a ring of the predecessor P i (i = 1 . . . n) under the condition AV L(E i ) produces available data through y i , and y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n together can cause the availability o f Input(P ), then a ring of the CDFD segment fP 1 ; P 2 ; :::; P n g; P will produce available output under the condition AV L(E 1 E 2 ::: E n ). Since a CDFD segment may have several groups of input data to cause the availability of its input variable expression (e.g. let the input variable expression of a CDFD segment be x 1 8 x 2 x 3 8 x 4 . Then the groups of input variables include fx 1 g, fx 2 ; x 3 g and fx 4 g), we also need to understand the relationship between the predecessors of the CDFD segment in the sense of contributing to the availability of the output variable expression of the CDFD segment. This relationship is specied by rule A-7 as follows.
Rule A-7
where each E i (i=1...n) i s a v ariable expression. This rule shows that if the CDFD segment g is red under the availability o f e a c h v ariable expression E i and its output variable expression is available after the ring terminates, then when g is red under 8 Y n , and vice versa. That is, a ring of g is equivalent to a ring of exactly one of its connected sub-CDFDs. Note that we cannot change the operator 8 in this rule to the operator as this could lead to a contradiction with rule A-9 given below which species the relationship between a condition process and its decomposition. Let us take the condition process P as an example to illustrate this contradiction were we to make such a change. Assume that Input(P ) = x y z and Output(P ) = l 8 k. A ring of P occurs if data is available through all of the variables x, y and z, and the result of the ring is to produce data through one of the variable l and k. H o w ever, if P is decomposed into the CDFD in Figure 4 , then the condition process P 1 in this CDFD can be red and data through k produced only when data is available through z. This contradicts the semantics of the condition process P . 
Decomposition of condition processes
Decomposition of condition processes is a way to construct hierarchical CDFDs. The following rules dene the relationships between a condition process and its decomposition. Let P be a condition process and g its decomposition. Then Rule A-9 F iring(P ) F i r i n g (g)
This rule expresses that a ring of P is equivalent to a ring of its decomposition g. The reason for this is that the decomposition of a condition process is expected to describe the same data transformation process as the condition process.
Rule A-10 fAV L(Input(P ))g P fAV L(Output(P ))g fAV L(Input(P ))g g fAV L(Output(P ))g This rule states that P and g are semantically equivalent in the sense that both of them receive the same available input and produce the same output.
Functional Semantics
The previous discussion of the availability semantics of FRSM has revealed how input data of a hierarchical CDFD (actually input data of some input condition processes of its highest level CDFD) is transformed to its output data. However, it does not say what conditions should be satised by input data and output data before and after the transformation. This problem is addressed in this subsection by providing the functional semantics. The functional semantics of FRSM is dened by the following axioms and rules of inference based on the notions and notation dened previously. It provides a formal interpretation of the functionality of condition processes and CDFDs in a hierarchical CDFD. Before presenting these axioms and rules, we need an additional notation:
Dom(E) = T 1 [ T 2 [ ::: [ T n for the variable expression E whose S(E) = fz 1 ; z 2 ; :::; z n g, where T i is the type of the variable z i for i = 1 :::n.
Functional semantics of condition processes
Let a condition process be < I , P r e (P ), P , P o s t (P ), O > , S(Input(P )) = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n g, a n d S(Output(P )) = fy 1 ; y 2 ; :::; y m g (i.e. its input and output variables are x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n and y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m , respectively). Then an axiom expressing the functional semantics of P is:
Axiom F-1 8 x1;x2;:::;xq2Dom(Input(P )) 1 P r e (P )(x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x q ) ) 9 y 1 ;y 2 ;:::;y w 2Dom(Output(P )) 1 P o s t (P)(x 1 ; x 2 ; :::; x q ; y 1 ; y 2 ; : : : ; y w ) where 1 q n and 1 w m. This axiom states that whenever the pre-condition of the condition process P is satised by a group of input data, there must exist a group of output data, together with the input data, to satisfy the post-condition.
Compared with rules A-1, A-2 and A-3 given before, this axiom describes a dierent aspect of a condition process. The former species how a condition process can be red and what the consequence of the ring is with respect to data availability. This axiom species an obligation a ring of the condition process must discharge, and so denes the functionality of the condition process. However, the relationship between the availability semantics and the functional semantics has yet to be described, this will be addressed later this section. Note that the reason why q n is that the input variables might have the relationship 8. F or example, suppose Input(P ) = x 8 y and P r e (P) = x > 1 _ y > 0. In this case n = 2 a n d q = 1 because only when x or y but not both is available, does a ring of P occur. Therefore, we require only one input data (either x or y) to satisfy the pre-condition x > 1 _ y > 0 o f P . The same reason holds for w m.
Rule F-1 fP r e (P )g P fP o s t (P)g fP r e (P )g P fP o s t (P)^P r e (P)g As output variables in P o s t (P) are dened in terms of the input variables in P r e (P ) (e.g. let P o s t (P) be y = x + 1 w h e r e x and y are the input and the output variables of P , respectively), the fact that P ost(P ) is true after the termination of a ring of P must be based on the assumption that P r e (P ) was true before the ring starts. While this rule is applied for proofs, sometimes we need to introduce stronger and weaker pre-and post-conditions, respectively. The corresponding rule is as follows:
Rule F-2 pre s ) P r e (P) fP r e (P )g P fP o s t (P)g P ost(P ) ) post w fpre s g P fpost w g This rule indicates that if pre s is a stronger pre-condition than P r e (P ) of the condition process P and post w is a weaker post-condition of P than P ost(P ), then when a ring of P occurs under the stronger pre-condition pre s , the weaker post-condition post w must be true after the ring terminates. In fact, this rule is a specialization of the Hoare's weaken inference rule [26] .
Functional semantics of CDFDs
Rules are needed to specify conditions which data owing through condition processes in a CDFD should satisfy. In other words, the rules are expected to indicate how a CDFD works in the sense of producing satisfactory output data from satisfactory input data.
Rule F-3
Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P m be the predecessors of the condition process P . T h e n fpre 1 g P 1 fpost 1 g fpre 2 g P 2 fpost 2 g ...
fpre m g P m fpost m g fP r e (P)g P fP o s t (P )g post 1^p ost 2^: ::^post m ) P r e (P ) fpre 1^p re 2^: ::^pre m g f P 1 ; P 2 ; :::; P m g; P fP o s t (P )^post 1^: ::^post m g This rule states that if post i (i=1...m) is true after a ring of the condition process P i occurs and terminates under the pre-condition pre i , P is a satisfactory condition process, and the conjunction of post 1 , post 2 , . . . , post m implies P r e (P), then P o s t (P), in conjunction with post 1^: ::^post m , must be true after the rings of P 1 , P 2 , ..., P m and P occur and terminate under the pre-condition pre 1^p re 2^: ::^pre m . Note that pre i and post i are not necessarily the same as P r e (P i ) a n d P o s t (P i ), but may be sub-predicates of them, respectively. However, if in rule F-5 we require fx > 0^y > 1g g fz = x + 1 l = y 0 2g rather than the present form fx > 0 _ y > 1g g fz = x + 1 _ l = y 0 2g, then when either x or y (but not both) is available, it is always impossible to satisfy the pre-condition x > 0^y > 1, although it should do so.
Decomposition of condition processes
Besides the availability relationship between a high level condition process and its decomposition specied by rule A-10, we also need to dene the functional relationship between them. This is expressed by rule F-6 as follows.
Rule F-6
fP r e (P)g P fpost 1 g fP r e (g)g g fpost 2 g P r e (P) ) P r e (g) P r e (P )^post 2 ) post 1 g = f(P ) where g = f(P ) means that g is a decomposition of the condition process P . If P r e (P) and post 1 can be the pre-assertion and the post-assertion of the condition process P , and P r e (g) and post 2 can be the pre-assertion and the post-assertion of the CDFD g, then g is a decomposition of P if P r e (P) implies P r e (g) and the result of P can be deduced from the result of g. This rule indicates that the decomposition of a condition process is actually a functional renement of the condition process within the constraints of its functional specication.
Correlation of Availability and Functionality
The correlation between the availability and functionality of a condition process can be reected by the following rule:
Rule AF-1 AV L(Input(P )) P r e (P) This rule shows that when the input data of the process P is available, it must cause the pre-condition of P to be true. According to rule A-1, once the input data of P is available, it must cause the ring of P . Consequently, a vailable output data of P must be produced and its post-condition (if any) must be satised by the available output data after the ring of P terminates, according to rules A-2 and A-3 and axiom F-1. However, when a specication is constructed, rule AF-1 might be violated. In that case, we say that the specication is inconsistent in semantics. In fact, the axioms and rules given previously provide a basis for consistency checking of FRSM specications, a topic which has been extensively discussed in [22, 23] .
Examples of Reasoning about Specications
We give two examples of applying the axioms and rules to reason about FRSM specications in order to ensure their consistency. Figure 5 is a CDFD that consists of four bottom level condition processes A, B, D and G. An inconsistency concerned with data availability exists. Consider that when the ring of A terminates, either t 1 or t 2 is produced, which causes the ring of either B or D (but not both). Consequently, only one of the input t 3 and t 4 is produced. In this case a ring of G can never occur because a ring of G requires the availability o f b o t h t 3 and t 4 , and therefore no output data available through either x 1 or y 1 can be produced. This situation is not expected. This inconsistency can be identied by a formal proof applying the rules given in the semantics denition. The proof is described as follows:
Inconsistency in data availability
According to rules A-1 and A-2, we have
Also, because AV L(t 3 t 4 ) ) AV L(Input(G)), where Input(G) = t 3 t 4 , according to rule A-6, w e have fAV L(t 1 t 2 )g f B;Dg; G fAV L(x 1 y 1 )g.
According to rule A-6, i f w e can build fAV L(x y)g A fAV L(t 1 8 t 2 )g and AV L(t 1 8 t 2 ) ) AV L(t 1 t 2 ), then we could have the following expected result:
fAV L(x y)g A; fB ;Dg; G fAV L(x 1 y 1 )g However, according to the denition of A and the semantics of 8, it is impossible for t 1 and t 2 to be available simultaneously after the ring of A. That is, AV L(t 1 8 t 2 ) ) AV L(t 1 t 2 ) is denitely false. Therefore, the expected result cannot be derived. Since any CDFD in a FRSM specication is a decomposition of a high level condition process, the high level condition process cannot produce any output data when it is red according to rule A-10, which contradicts the semantics of a condition process expressed by rules A-1, A-2, a n d A-3.
Consistency in functionality
Suppose a CDFD g is given in Figure 6 , which is expected to be a decomposition of the condition process < x y z, P r e (P), P , P o s t (P), x 2 >. I f w e h a v e: (1) P r e (P ) x > 0^y > 0^z > 0 P ost(P ) x 2 > x + y + z (2) P r e (A) x > 0 P ost(A) x 1 = x + 1 (3) P r e (B) y > 0 P ost(B) y 1 = y + 2 (4) P r e (C) z > 0 P o s t (C) z 1 = z + 3 (5) P r e (D) x 1 > 0^y 1 > 1^z 1 > 1 P o s t (D) x 2 = x 1 + y 1 + z 1 , and x, y, z, x 1 , y 1 , z 1 , x 2 are all real type variables, then we can use the rules given previously to prove t h a t g is a (satisfactory) decomposition of P (in other words, g is a functional renement of P ). According to rule F-6, if we can prove (1) P r e (P) ) pre and (2) P r e (P)^post ) P ost(P ), namely:
(1) x > 0^y > 0^z > 0 ) x > 0^y > 0^z > 0 (2) x > 0^y > 0^z > 0^x 2 = x 1 + y 1 + z 1x 1 = x + 1 y 1 = y + 2 z 1 = z + 3) x 2 > x + y + z. Then we can conclude that g is a decomposition of P . Obviously, this is true according to the VDM logic employed in FRSM.
Case Study of FTSS
In order to compare with other formal notations, Z for example, we have applied FRSM to specifying the FTSS (Fault Tree Support System) that was part of the ASAM 1 (A Safety Argument Manager) project [28] . A fault tree is a tree structure that is composed of nodes denoting events and nodes denoting logical connectives. The logical nodes are represented as \boolean gates" and the event nodes are annotated with the name of the particular event. The root of the tree represents the \top event" in the subsystem that is being analyzed. For the sake of space, we do not describe the fault tree notation in detail here. The readers who are not familiar with the fault tree notation can consult the paper [29] .
Principle of Constructing FRSM Specications
The process of constructing a FRSM specication consists of three steps: Specifying Functionality, Dening Data, and Structuring Systems. The purpose of specifying functionality is to provide preand post-conditions for each condition process to be dened. The task of dening data is to dene the relevant data types and variables. The aim of structuring systems is to construct a hierarchical CDFD by decomposing condition processes. According to our experience, those three steps are interactive. Usually a specication construction should start with the construction of a CDFD. When a condition process in the CDFD is dened, its pre-and post-conditions should be considered rst because they specify what the condition process is to do. Since data is used in writing the pre-and post-conditions, the structure and properties of the data must then be dened by dening relevant data types and variables. The dened data types may not be complete with respect to their nal use in the specication because when the functionality of the relevant lower level condition processes is specied, those data types may be found incomplete or inappropriate. Based on the dened data and functionality, the decomposition of the condition process may be carried out (if necessary). It is expected that how the condition process transforms its inputs to its outputs is expressed in detail. It is desirable in principle to conduct a formal or rigorous proof to ensure that the decomposition does satisfy the functional constraints of the condition process.
Construction of FRSM specication of FTSS
We only give some high level CDFDs and the denitions of their condition processes of the entire specication due to the limit of space. The fault tree support system rst receives a command to start the system and then provides a window for drawing a fault tree. Based on these thoughts, we dene the assumed highest level condition process TOP as follows: TOP TYPE [Eventnodes, Gatenodes]; 1 ASAM was a three year project sponsored by British SERC and DTI. Its aim was to oer computer support for the development and checking of high-level arguments about system safety (mainly Toulmin Argument Form [27] and Fault Trees [28] Figure 7 ; COM (1) Eventnodes and Gatenodes are two g i v en types, which will be rened in the denition of a lower level condition process.
(2) Every fault tree window has six components: position, length, width, content, menu1 and menu2. The position, which is a composite type variable, indicates the position of the top-left corner of the fault tree window on the display. T h e length and width specify the area the fault tree window should occupy. The content shows information displayed in the window. M e n u 1 oers choices for drawing components of fault trees, while menu2 oers choices for checking syntax, types, and internal consistency. The assumed condition process TOP requires that the command cmd be 'faulttree' in its pre-condition, but requires no functional constraints on its decomposition in its post-condition.
END-TOP;
We nd that the condition process Start is simple and can be easily specied precisely with pre-and post-conditions. Its denition is then given as follows: END-Start;
Now we proceed to dene the condition process Dfaulttree (short for Draw faulttree). As before, we rst try to specify its pre-and post-conditions, and then dene the relevant data types and variables, and nally draw its decomposition. Figure 8 ; COM
(1) The data type Incompletefaulttree is a composite type including two components, f t r e eand f twindow, where f t r e eis a Faulttree type variable and f t w i n d o w i s a F aulttreewindow type variable. The invariant species that the fault tree f t r e eis always in the fault tree window f twindow.
(2) The pre-condition of the condition process Dfaulttree indicates that its input window must be empty. N o concrete functional constraint is required by its post-condition.
The behavior of the condition process Dfaulttree is reected by its decomposition in Figure 8 . The condition process Rcommand (for Receive command) receives the window f w dand produces another window f w d 1 a n d a command cm. Then the condition process Dcomponent (for Draw component) takes these two outputs as its inputs and produces either an incomplete fault tree if t or a complete fault tree f t . If the incomplete fault tree if t is produced, it is input to Rcommand again to continuously draw the components until the fault tree is completed.
END-Dfaulttree;
Note that the logic used in the pre-and post-conditions of condition processes remains the same as that in VDM-SL (three value logic), but there is a dierence in using true and false. Let END-Rcommand;
Using a depth-rst strategy, we need to dene all of the condition processes occurring in the specication. However, for the sake of space, we present only some of them below. 
COM
The data types Eventchoice and Gatechoice dene all of the choices of events and gates from menu1 of a fault tree window, while Eventnodes and Gatenodes specify all of the possible event and gate nodes that can be drawn in a fault tree window.
END-Dcomponent;
According to our experience in the above c a s e s t u d y , t h e n u m ber of condition processes in each level CDFD should be limited to less than 10 in order to perform the structured analysis eectively and to make the documentation clear.
Discussion
Compared with Z, FRSM has provided us with several major benets in the case study of FTSS. It also exposes some deciencies in its expressive power which we aim to improve in the near future.
Benets
1. Since the CDFD is expressed with graphical notation in a data-driven manner, the user, as well as the developers, nd it user-friendly, and the specications are easier to read. This feature increases the user's likehood of reading the specication and helps the communication and cooperation between the user and the developers in capturing real requirements. 2. The decompositional mechanism of FRSM facilitates the abstraction and decomposition of problems and functionalities of complex condition processes. This makes a complicated system manageable during development. 3. As the clear hierarchical structure of the entire specication is recorded through the denitions of condition processes, it is easy to backtrack during modications of data types, variable declarations or the denition of condition processes.
Deciencies
The major deciencies of FRSM in its expressive p o wer are:
1. FRSM lacks a notation to describe where the input data of an input condition process come from and how they are produced. Such input data may be either inputs from the terminal or outputs of other condition processes which are not specied. Not dening the source from which the input data are provided may lead to the possibility of omitting the specication of a very important part of the system under development, although it may oer greater exibility for implementation. 2. As with other formal notations (e.g. Z, VDM), FRSM cannot be used to describe the userinterface very precisely and vividly with respect to its appearance on the display of computer terminals. For example, the data type Faulttree dened in the denition of TOP species the structure of fault trees, but cannot show how they look and how they are displayed on a window. Therefore, this denition may not capture dynamic features of faulttrees (e.g. should the links between nodes in a fault tree be straight lines or any kind of lines?)
Conclusions
This paper extends the original FRSM notation to allow the incorporation of traditional structured analysis with functional renement of condition processes, provides a formal denition for FRSM by specifying its formal syntax and semantics, and presents a case study of a fault tree support system using FRSM. The axioms and inference rules described in the semantics denition set up the guidelines and principles for structuring specications by decomposing condition processes. They also establish a foundation for internal consistency checking of specications and implementations of the support environments for FRSM. The case study of FTSS demonstrates the principle of using FRSM to construct requirements specications. It also shows the advantages of FRSM over Z in application to a practical example, and the deciences of FRSM in its expressive p o w er. For further research w e would like to improve FRSM to a systematic method for developing complex systems (e.g. real-time systems, concurrent systems). We a l s o p l a n t o b u i l d a s o f t ware tool for FRSM to support the construction of FRSM specications, consistency checking, and testing based on FRSM specications.
